Web International English
Guangzhou

◆Web

International English

Web International is a respected Chinese company which provides
English education for non-native speakers. Established in 1998, Web
English has expanded into more than 50 cities and 150 centers all over
China. Our language program has helped more than 300,000 people
advance their goals.

Guangzhou
◆Location

Guangzhou is at the heart of the Pearl River Delta. The estimated
population of this region exceeds 15,000,000 people. Here is the most
densely populated area on Earth. This rapidly developing city is
renowned for its cultural diversity, flower markets, and low crime.

◆Climate

Guangzhou’s climate is sub-tropical. The average year-round temperature
is 22℃ (71.6℉).

◆Historic Sites

Guangzhou has 2000 years of history. Popular tourist sites includes
The Nanyue King Tomb Museum and the Bright Filial Piety Temple.

◆Shopping

The city has a massive number of malls and retail stores, such as the
TeeMall Plaza and One-link Walk. The city is a true shoppers’ paradise.

◆Getting Around

Guangzhou has ten underground metro lines and 960 bus lines. Travel
around the city is fast and convenient. No need for a car.

Web International

We have 9 centers and plan to open more.
They are all very convenient either locate near subway or in the central of
business area.

◆Extra Curricular Activities (ECAs)

Both students and teachers enjoy the ECAs.
◆The Students

There are about 4300 students in Web Guangzhou. Apart from Chinese
students, we have people from all over the world like Korea, Arab and
Argentina to study in Web Guangzhou.
The students enjoy coming here, not only they can learn English, but also
make friends with various people.

◆The Staff

We have lots of energetic staff from all over the world.
We are happy to be here
working at Guangzhou Web and
look forward to staying here for a
long while.
-James

I’ve been teaching in Web here almost
since it opened in 2006.I enjoy it a lot,
it’s great to see all the different
students interacting to learn English.
-Michael

Web is a family we warmly
welcome you to join it. It is the
realistic interactive environment we
provide for all of our inclined
learners that put us on the cutting
edge.
-William

Web English views Native Speakers of English as an essential part of
our education system!

